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Govmrmmmst Xnterventioa in Commodity Trade 
An Analysis of the cof fee  Trade in India 

Government failure is the topic of discussion these days. In 

r l n d i a n  context government intervention in the sphere of 

p d i t y  production has a long history. Production support is one 
4 

Aehe area where government has played a very important role. But 

m e  case of many cormnodities product market failure had brought 

mmment Intervention at various points of time and it had taken 

!!bus forms. Market regulation is the most common form of 

Plww~ntion, But in the case of coffee, government intervention 

F t u r n e d  it the sole buyer of the ent ire  crop. This has 

mications to the price realised by the producer and its long 

mmovemaent. What has been the experience? Has the government 

Flied? 

Coffee prices are no eyception to the 'violent fluctuationsr 

llbWhlch many internationally traded commodities are subject to. 

u or the main aima of many producing countries over almost a 

mury now has heen to achieve some degree of price stability. A t  

international level aomodity agreements have bean entered into 

Wthis purpose. The stabiliaation policies, commodity agreements 

(BWTChs functioning of the organisations have become subjects of 

Very recently n 30 per cant sale outside the government 
body is allowed, 



intense debate. Although there is disagreement on the beni -r 

of stabilisation of prices, one important conclusion of Newbe- 

Stiglitz (1981) is that the reduction in risk to producers q 

major welfare gain. 

In the domestic market different organisatianal foma 

evolved indifferent countries. In Brazil, the Brazilian Corn 

Institute under a high ranking government minister carries- 

market intervention; in Colombia, the Federation of Coffee ~rom 

is the  body which buys coffee from the  producers. In Uganda, ~ e d  

Tanzania and India government controlled marketing boards ara' 

sole legal buyers of coffee from the producers (Mwandha et.m 

1985). The outcome of intervention in the marketing of commodim 

in ~frica has been disastrous since power-holders r e g u l a  

exercised opportunism In an extreme form, including t i m e  wa8- 

corrupt payments and outright theft. The end resul t  was 

impoverishment of growers, a decline in exports and a r e a  

increased inequalit iesN1 (Brett, 1993, p. 287;  also ~ r a t t ,  1970,lW 

Mporogomyi,l988). These disastrous outcomes in tropical A f l l l  

mlcharactarised by low levels of formal education, public debatd 

institutional  development^^^ [Brett, 1993) do pot allow u s 1  

generalise because the environments are different in A s i a  orm 

America. f n this context an analysis of the performance of C O ~  

Board, the marketing board for coffee under the  government 

India, was thought relevant.  his paper makes a modest attemp4 

2 World D e v e l o m t  1987 '(No.5I which is entirely d e q  
to the discussion of commodity agreements. 



Wk direct ion.  

How do w e  evaluate the  market intervention by the  Board? ~ o i n g  

r t h e  concern with the  stablisation of the price of coffee, one 

of intervention is the degree of stability of the prices 

Welved by the producer (Section 3 ) .  A related question is the 

B h i i i ~ t i o n  of incomes. Does stabilisation of price ensure 

R6bllsation of incomes or earnings? (Section 4 ) .  Recent studies 

mlng themselves on the  producerst share of the  consumersr .rupee 

Baachandran and Ray, 1991; Indira, 1993), have been cr i t i ca l  of 

IRe Board. In a situation where a varying part of the consumers' 

Ree Flows out  as tax ,  won't it be more appropriate to draw 

E!ferences an the performance of the Board on the basis of the 

bre of marketing cost or the  share of the cost of running the 

hket ing  department? (Section 5 ) .  One of the studies has also 

m a d  that the  \auction' system prevailing in the case of cardamom 

be more efficient. Hence a comparison with cardamom is made 

Wrever relevant. A specific i ssue ,  price discriminat ion  f o r  the  

Qll producer, has been taken up f o r  comparison (Section 6 ) .  The 

Bckground to and the  nature of government intervention in coffee 

B d e  is provided in Section 2 .  section 7 presents the conclusion. 

Qovexment Interventioq 

Coffee was grown systematically from about 1820 in India,  and 

1860 it had come to establish itself as an industry. ~ r e b  under 

!!!offee increased till about 1896 but the sharp drop in prices in 



the  international market - owing to the  massive planting of )ffa 
in Brazil that doubled her productive capacity - made for a r e a  

s h i f t  away from coffee. Area under cof Pee which had reached 1- 

thousand hectares in 1896 dropped below 100 thousand hectares 

1900 and 47 thousand hectares by 1920. There was, however, a s l d  

revival in the  1920s and the early 1930s. Area under the c r w  

reached 7 5  thousand hectares by 1935. But the depression of tm 
1930s - again because of a near doubling of productive capacitym 

Brazil - put a stop to the  area expansion.' An increase in the a r a  

under the  crop came about only in the late 1940s and the 1950s. a 
1960 the area under the  crop had reached 119 thousand hectares; 

In India, coffee developed as an export. crop, Till the ~ e c a  

World War home demand was very small. During the depression y e a m  

the  need to develop a domestic market was felt. ~overnmem 

in i t ia t ive  on this front came in the  form of the Coffee  em 
Cornittee in 1935. This did help in creating a amall home 

for coffee. The market grew over the next 15 t o  20  years a n d l  

the late 1940s the entire domestic production warn w a d  ur, in fl 

domestic market. In some years a ban had to be imposed on a 
export of coffee. The growth of' domestic demand had h e n  a t e m  

upto the late 1970s. but had slowed down considerably in ta 

eighties. 

The destination of Indian coffee was mainly Europe. Durm 

the 1920s and the 19308, the United Kingdom and France ~ C C O U ~ ~  



:rr between 50 and 60  per cent of the exports. The 1930s had seen 

the share of France increasing to over 38 per cent  from abbut 24 

v r c l n t  in 2927-28. The war and the fall of France cut off t h i s  

urket, The producers then appealed to t h e  government and thus 

kqan government intervention in the  marketing of coffee: 

me Indian Coffee Market Expansion Board is a product of 

the present war. The occupation by Germany of Holland, 

Elelgium, Norway and France in the  first half  of 1940 had 

disastrous consequences on the Indian Coffee industry. 

I t  l o s t  its important foreign markets and a great slump 

in the prices of coffee followed, . . 
[Pnnual Re~ort 1940-411 

The government intervention was in the form of the Coffee 

hrket Expansion Ordinance of 1940, the subsequent amendments in 

1!11 and the Coffee A c t  in 1942 .  The Act vested the government 

11th control over themindustry by designating the Board as the  ole 

kyer of coffee. Although while enacting the A c t  it was made clear 

that it was to expire at the  end of 12 months commencing on the 

first day of July, the regulations continued beyond and have been 

in axiatence for over f ive  decades. 

The markebing organisation as it has evolved may be presented as 
h 

,lawn in the next page, . 



Figure I 

Present Marketing System of Coffee 
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As per the Coffee Act, the  Board has to decide the prop0 

of the annual crop every registered grower is to hand over t o  

Pool, The proceeds from the sale of coffee received in the 

are to be distributed among the  producers after deducting 

involved i n  the  collection and disposal  of coffee. The retu 

the grower is usually referred to as so many rupees per point. 

point is a value unit of uniform applioability to a l l  varietie 

grades of coffee on a price differential scale. The sale 

i n t o  account a l l  changes in market value to broadly re 

intergrade and varietal differences on the basks of 

performance. 
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The coffee grower is paid an advance on delivery of coffee at 

the Pool against future sale proceeds. An interest is collected on 

this advance. The Board has evolved a method of costing and sets a 

"minimum release price" for the  release of coffee in the internal 

market. The minimum release price is like the seller's reserve 

price made known to the auctioneer. If the market is weak the 

minimum ia4rgvissd downwards and there has-been occasions when the  

minimum has been fixed below the  estimated cost of production. 

3 .  production, Extsort and Priaes of Coffee 

Production of coffee in India has grown at'an average rate of 

4.45 per cent per year over 1953 and 1991 (Table  1). Export, which 

waa seriously affected during the  Second World War due to 

dimuption of trade and l a te r  in the late 1940s and early 1950s due 

t o  the non-availability of a surplus after meeting- the domestic 

consumption, has grown at the  rate of 6 . 7 8  per cent per year. 

Consequently, the share of exports in domestic production has 

increased. from an average of 35  per cent in the  l a t e  1950s to 'over 

70 per cent by the  late 1980s. As against such spectacular growth 
< 

of exports, the domestic aonsurnption has grown only at around 2 . 5 7  

per cent a year. Further, it has shown a tendency to stagnate in 

the 1980s. 

Growth is only one dimension of the story. An equally 

important dimension is the instability. Going by Cuddy and Della 

Vallats (1978) index of instability, they are 18.27 per cent for 



coffee production, 19.35 per cent for coffee exports and onlv 8.95 

per cent for the donastic consumption of coffee. As is evident; 

although the growth rate is lower for domestic consumption, it has 

shown remarkable stability. But both production and exports have 

shown much higher instability. 

Turning to the movement of prices, the New Y o r K  price of 

Santoa 4 in dollars has shown a growth rate of 4.65 per cent over 

1953 and 1988. Compared to it, the price paid to the Indian grower 

per point has grown at a rate of 5.25  per cent over 1953 and 1991, 

However, the export price in. rupees has grown at 8.93 per cent 

largely because oi the steady devaluation of the rupee during the  

1980s. The wholesale price of coffee in the  domestic market'has 

grown at 5.3 1 per cent which is closer to the rate o f  growth of t h e  

price received by the grower. 

Table 1 r Growth and Instability InBiees of Production E x w s t  and Prices s: 
mffee and Cardamm 

........................................................................... 
Variable C o e f  f i e i e n t  L.hS!.K Lou Linear: Inatability (3-k 

of I adex Elatl 

variation(%) R2 I R~ 1,~ E I 
-Icel----------e-"I"------------------"-------------------------------------- 

Coffee (1953-1991) 

Production 52.06 0.80 23.08 0.88 18.27 18.27 4.45 

E x p r  t 65.48 0.91 19.35 0.90 21.24 19.35 6,11 

Domeetic 28.82 0.90 8.95 0.87 10.41 8.95 2,51 

Consumptfoa 

Produces Pr Fee 61.09 0.83 -25.21 0.88 21.00 21.00 5,25 

Export Price 79.39 0.58 51.45 0.82 33.68 33.68 8.93 
Wholesale psi ca 63 .-43 0.85 24.57 0.82 26-91 24-57 5 3 1  

P r i c e  in US 72-23 0.46 53.07 0 .55  48.45 48-45 4.65 

dollars 



Cardamom (1964-19893 

ProducProduet i o n  27.19 0.28 23.07 0.25 23.55 23.07 
1.99 

Export 50.05 - - - - 5 0 . 0 5  - 
Auction price 68.85 0.51 48 .20  0.73 37.08 37.08 . 7 . 5 5  

Export Prica 56.30 0.56 37.35 0.66 3 2 , M  32,&3 7.20 

.-------_-"----,--,----------"-----------~-r--III--IIIIIIII*---------w-------- 
SoyreetIndian Coffee (variour iaeueeL. 
Cardamom Board, Cardamom statist ice (varioue iaeuee E 
Bpiees Board, W c s s  S t a t i a t l c s  (various LssueeJ. 

U0te:lx ie the index of Fnetability developed by Cuddy and Della Val ls .  They 

ctgue that coefficient of variation (CV) and related meaaures of inatability are 
111 adhoa. They use regression model and define 
I~ = 100 a - CY 4 (I-$1 (-1 - cv d ( 1 - ~ - 2 ) .  

Mean ( N 4 3  

Z t  in bounded and takee valueer between 0 and CV. I, ie used only i f  the 

pgres~ion model is appropriate and F and the eoefficiente are eignificant. ff 
i2 10 Linsignifieent then CV is ueed as the index. 

Camodity prices are known to be highly unstable and coffee i a  no 

exception to this rule. The New York price in dollars reported an 

instabi l i ty  index of 4 8 . 4 5  per cent and the Indian export price nn 

index of 33.68 per cent. In contrast, the Indian wholesale prioe 

shewed a much lower value at 24 .57  per - cent. The index for the  

price paid to the  grower is 21 per cent. 

In sum, production and export of coffee had shown higher growth 

rates and higher'indices of instability in cornpasison with domestic 

cm*urnption. rnternational price in dollars and export price in 

rupees had alao shown higher indices of instability compared t o  the 

vh@lesale price in the  domestic market and the  price paid to the 

9 



grower. Although Indian export price in rupees has shown a high 

growth rate the growth rate for the wholesale -price and t h e  

producer price are comparable to the price increase in t h e  

interna.tionalmnrket. Thus, domestic consumption, wholesale prim 

ahd the producer price have all shown remarkable stability in t h e  

Indian coffee market. 

I 
The remarkable s t a b i l i t y  of the wholesale price and in t a  

the producer price has been achieved by the controlled supply of 

coffee in t h e  domestic market. Supply in the domestic market has 

not been allowed to fluctuate with production. An example of this 

is the disposal pattern followed by the Board in 1983-84 and 1984. 

8 5 .  In 1983-84, the  domestic production was 105,000 tonnes, export 

71,179 tonnes and domestic supply 56,079 tonnes. In 1984-85, 

production was significantly higher at 195,000 tonnes and export 

lower at 68,896 tennes ; but domestic supply was pegged lower 

53,544 tonnes. The controlled supply was made possible by 

monopoly pos i t ion  of the Coffee Board. 

4-  Market Zntewention and Stabili8stion of Prioe and Xaeomr' 

It was shown in the previous section that the producer 

of coffee had shown a remarkable stability in comparison w i t h  i 

export price. But how does one use t h i s  information to evaluate 

performance of the Coffee Hoard. The criterion used here is 

comparison w i t h  the  free trade situation. 



India is a small produces and exporter as far as world 

production and e x p o r t  of coffee is concerned. India's share in the 

world production and export,are below 3 per cent and India can in 

no way influence the world prices. ~iven the small producer status 

Of India ,  the world prices can be taken as given. Under f ree trade, 

Indian domestic price would have equalised with the  world price or 

the export price. This is brought out  in a cornparimon w i t h  

cardamom. 

In order to estimate the relationship between the producer 

price and the export price an equation of the fallowing form was 
I 

cun for both cardamom and coffee, 

Producer price = a + b export price. 
b e  estimated equations in logs were the  following: 

Coffee 11953-19911 
LN price = 0.149 + 0.63 LN Exp. Price 

(13.85*)  

[Dependent variable is the pool payment pew point] 

Cardamom (1964-19891 

LN Auction Price = 0.125 + 0.965 LN Exp. Price 
(14.65*)  

[0 ,90 ,  0.90, 1 .55 ,  241.711 

-parison of the  two equations showed that the  auction price 

m d  rympathetf cally with the export price in the case of cardamom 

mh was nok so in the case of coffee. When the cosff icfent b wan 

msd for its value to be equal t o  one the hypothesis was rejected 



in the case of coffee but could not be rejected in the case of 

cardamom. This is not  totally unexpected as the domestic wholes~le 

price of coffee moved on its own rather unrelated to the export 

price which is not the case with cardamom. 

How has the wholesale price (or the price paid by the dornestiq 

wholesalers) behaved in comparison w i t h  the  export price in the 

case of coffee? As is evident from Figure 2 ,  the export price ( i n  

rupees) has shown cyclicality and the  wholesale price has xsmained 

above the export price during the downturn and below it durkngthe 

upturn. The exception is the  1980s largely because of the steady 

depreciation af the Indian rupee. Such a behaviour of the wholesale 

price considerab1y moderates the  fluctuations in the  producer 

price. In Figure 2 ,  the  producer price is shown below the wholesals 

price because the former is per point and the  latter is pel 

kilogram. In actuality, the producer price  would be between t h e  

wholesale price and the export price. It may safely be aruged £rot 

the figure and the indices of instability shown in Table 1 that tha 

market intervention has considerably moderated the fluctuations i 

the producer price. 

It is often argued that stabilisation of price need 

necessarily stabilise incomes or earnings. How has the  mark 

intervention affected the  incomes of coffee growers as a whole? F 

this purpose, a hypothetical sales value realisation (HSVP) h 

been compared w i t h  the actual sales value realisation (SVP). 

1 2  



F i g  2: &portPrice (EP) Wllolzsals h i c s  @P) and h04uce.r h i e e  (PP) 
of C~ffee, 1965-1988 (Rupesu per kg*) 



Fig 3: Expoxk Price (I%) an8 Index of Hmotl~atical %lo3 Valw 
Realination (HSW) of Coffee , 1 965-1 988) ( I  960 = 1QO) 

- EP ....... HSUP 



FQg 4s Exnart -ice (EP) and Index of Sales Value Rmlieatfon 4f 
Coffee (SV.), 1965-1988 (5960 5 100) 



, ~ i g  5:  r~~dices of ~ c t u 3 1  =lea V;LIU~ Rsalisa%ion (SW) zncl ~ y p o t l ~ t i c a k  
Sales Value Realisat ion (HSW) of Coffee 1965-1988 (1 960 = 100) 



.tical value is computed taking the price under free market 

ation. As the free market price is the  export price, the  

thetical value realisation is taken as a product of export 

ce and production. It is evident from Figre 3 that HSVP 

export price (Figure 4 ) .  When SVP is superimposed on HSVP 

igre 5 )  it becomes evident that market intervention has brought 

t a remarkable stability in SVP. The same is a l so  brought out by 

ins tab i l i ty  indices. They are 15.02 per cent and 38.57 per cent 

SVP and HSVP respectively, 

It may be concluded that the intervention by the Coffee Board 

the marketing of coffee has not only stabilised the  producer 

ce of coffee but a l so  the  total earnings of the coffee 

ucers . C - 

st for running the administration of marketing and transport, 

age, and other changes. One of the ways of analysing such costs 

one problem in computing such a r a t i o  in the case of coffee 

t t o  the grower consists of three broad heads: (i) total 

ent; and (iii) remuneration to growers on account of 



commission and curing charges. The share of taxes in t h e  1 
cost of administration shows considerable variation dependina 

the rate of tax charged and this affects the comfiuted margih 

As 'is well-known, one of the ways governments intervePll 

agricultural commodity market. to stabilise price8 is by ihm 
a variable t a x  - high rate during high prices and lower r a t e d d  

low prices. In India, this has not been done very e f f i c i e n t l m  

t a x  both on internal sales and exports has been an absolute- 

per quintal which has not varied over long periods. The - 
excise duty for arabie variety of coffee which was raised td 

rupees per. quintal in 1972 remained at that  level for a l m a  

decade. Similarly, the export duty which was raised to 300 a 
per quintal  in 1976 remained a t  that level for a d e w  

Consequently, export duty as a percent of export price 

between 4.95 in 1977 to 15.08 in 1981. Hence, the producers1 a 
i n  the consumersg price is not a very good measure to assesi! 

ef f ickency of the marketing organisat f on. The studies 

Ramachatidran and Ray (1991) and Indira (1993) are subject t o f  

limitations. 

We have computed the share of marketing cost in t h e w  

sales  value. One of the components of the marketing cost 

administrative cost of the marketing department; its share 'a 
total sales value has also been shown, As is evident from T a m  

the  total  marketing cost as a share of t o t a l  sales value w h i a  

1 4  



around 5 per cent i n  the  1950s and sixties increased to about 10 

per cent in the early seventies. But the  eighties have seen a 

#harp f a l l  in it; it has come 'down below 5 per cent. 

Table 2 : Share of Marke-ns c~st in the Bales Proceeds 
-------------------_I----------------------------------------------- 

Year Share of Marketing Cost Share of the cost of 
Marketing Departmeht 

(per cent) (per cent) ................................................................. 
1950-51 ' 5 , 2 0  0.90 
1955-56 5 24 0 . 6 6  
1960-61 6 . 4 6  0 . 6 6  
1965-66 4.71 0.77 
1970-7 1 3 . 5 5  0 . 8 0  
1971-72 1 0 . 4 7  1.34 
1973-73 7 . 4 6  0.90 
1973-74 8 .93  0 ,84 
1974-75 9.84 0.96 
1980-8 1 3.28 0 . 5 3  
1981-82 3.18 0.79 
1982-83 3.51 0.81 
1983-84 2 . 4 0  1.08 
1984-85 5.16 0.91 
1985-86 4 .63  0.61 
1986-87 4.00 0.79 
1987-88 5 .90 0.89 
1988-89 7.15 0.77 

Source: Coffee Board, annual Re~ort [-~SSU~S~ . 

The share of the  cost of running the marketing department i n  the  

total sales value has generally been below one per cent. Mo 

perceptible increasing trend can be observed here. The tendency is 

one where the share falls when the price of coffee tends to rise 

and the share rises when the prices of coffee tends to stagnate. 

The Pate of growth of the cost of running the  marketing department 

(in nominal terms) at 13 per cent over 1965 to 1985 is well below 

the sum of the rate of growth of production at 4 . 3 6  and the  

wholesale price in the domestic rq~lrket at 10.60 per cent, Thus, it 



may be concluded that the rather 'inflexible* marketing departmenff 

has not become an undue burden on the producers. 

6 .  Production, Export and Prices o f  Carda- 

Cardamom has many similarities w i t h  coffee in terms of 

production and export characteristics. But in the product market 

there are significant differences. fn t h e  case af cardamom primary 

sale is through t h e  auction centres. 

Cardamom like coffee is s e n s i t i v e  to weather condi t ions .  The 

production of cardamom showed an index of instability of 23.07  per 

cent and the  annual growth rate itself was only 1.99 per cent, 

(Table 1) The period considered was 1964 to 1989. The exportbf 

cardamom during the period did not show any trend. T h e  average ws 

1619 tannes and t h e  coefficient of variation was 5 0 . 0 5  per cent, 

The export price of cardamom i n  rupees had increased at the r a t e  bf 

7 . 5 5  per cent and the average auction price at the rate of 7 . 2 0  pu 
f * t, 

cent. The instability index was 37.08 per cent f o r  the auction 

price and 32.83 per cent for the export price. It is instructive 

to note here that the  export price instability f o r  coffee ani 

cardamom w e r e  more or less comparable but the average auction price 
'2 

of cardamom had an instability index of 37.08 per cent which is 

almost double the instability index of t he  producer price of coffee 

at 21.00 per cent. 

In the case of coffee the producer price does not  show asp 



tystematic variation across l o t  sizes; for comparable varieties and 

radee.the small growers and the large obtain the  same price.3 In 

Y# uase of cardamom the price realised for  lot^ of di f f eren t  sizes 

rm different. We quote from an earlier study of ours: 

"As jcegards the price obtained in the  auctions by 
the different lots, the study by K. J. Joseph (1985) shows 
that there existed a positive relationship between l o t  
size and average price, The average price obtained tends 
t o  increase with the  increasing lot s i z e .  The price 
obtained by the  largest lot is 12 to 87 per cent higher 
than that obtained by the smallest l o t ,  depending upon 
the season and year of salem (Nair et-al., 1989, p .  30). 

Awlnplete the picture, the  relationship between price and quality 

& needs to be estimated. The estimated relationship between 

ice, quality (quantified as weight per volume measure) and 

inti ty of the  lots showed that price was determined both by the 

/lity of the product and the l o t  size. What is of significance 
1 
/the importance of the  two explanatory variables. We quote from 

"The partial correlation coefficients show that, 
while 68 per cent of the  price variation is explained in 
terms of quality in the peak season, only 32 per cent of 
the price variat ion is due to quality i n  the  slack 
season. On the other hand, in the peak season quantity 
var ia t ion  accounts f o r  only 6 per cent of the price 
variation, whereas it increases to 4 2  per cent in the 
 lack seasonn . 

s, lot size explains a significant part of the variation in 

.cas obtained at the  auctions. The price discrimination against 

: s o t  smaller sizes is sharper in years of higher  production. 

The price obtained by the, small growers are different 
from that obtained by the large growers. 



In the case of coffee, the modalities of sale does not ex71 

any size class of producers. But in the  case of cardamom, 

small producers are practically excluded from the aucti 

Joseph's study showed that the share of small lots (lot s izekt  

2 0  kg.) in five years from 1979-80 to 1983-84 was less t h a n 6  

cent, except in 1979-80. Data collected from the producers i 

showed a similar pattern. We quote the conclusions of an earl' 

study: 

the whole, it is seen that planters owning less 
than 7 . 5  acres do not make use of the  auction centres, 
Further, most of the sa le s  from the lower size classes 
are to local traderer, part of which is in the form of wet 
sales. And the price obtained on wet sa les  is less than 
65 per cent of the price obtained at the auction centre1', 
(Mair et al., op.cit. p. 8 9 ) .  

On the  whole, the auction system in cardamom excludes 

small producers and the price obtained by the  smaller producerr 

also significantly lower than that obtained by the lar 

producers. Such discrimination is not to be found in the markd 

ofcoffee, 

7 .  a#wmiQn 
~t may be that the produoer price of coffee has l; 

remarkable stability unlike the  aucfsona price of cardamom botl 

which depict comparable pr~ductisn and export, characteristi 

Producer price stabflisation in ~ ~ f Q e e  baa been achieved by 

total control exercised by the Gaggee Board on the stocks 

release in the domelatic market. S&~bilisatian of price has 4 

brought about remarkable stabiliBy is $pcomep.  off es a l s o  bat 

18 



lirtinction of uniform producer price realisation- but for t h e  

differences in grade and variety - which is unlike cardamom where 
' 

tkere is a systematic discrimination against small producers. The 

t l ta l  marketing cost incurred by the Coffee Board or the 

lllrinistration cast of the marketing department has also not shown 

my significant increase over the last  40  years. 

The stabilisation of the producer price and income of coffee 

and the consequent reduction in risk to producer - Newbery and 
e t ig l i t z ' s  conclusion - has had its .impact on investments in 

prduction, As already seen production of coffee has shown a 

steady increase over the yeara which is accounted for by area 

#xpansfon and significant gains in yield. In contrast, production 

rfcardamo~p has shown very low growth rate and insignificant gains 

in yield. 

The Coffee Board is also often criticiaed for the split 

paynents it makes to the growers, Here it is pertinent to note that 

The quality of coffee is but imperfectly related 
to the observable attributes of the coffee bean, 
i . e . its colous ; only when the bean i s  processed and 
tested the cupmq can i t s  quality fully be 
determinedM (Bates, 1981,p.76) . 

In such a situation one of the market like solutions is split 

pay~ents and it has nothing much to do w i t h  the marketing 

erganisation E' 
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